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ABSTRACT
The following work has been computer simulated.
A cumulative gaussian step response and the step response
of a photographic emulsion 1 were taken through the
derivative-transform edge gradient analysis technique
and Tatian's method of analysis. Random noise levels,
truncation intervals and sampling intervals on the
analytic edges were varied to determine their influence
on each technique. The variance and means of the cal-
culated m.T.F.s were then statistically tested for no
difference of the two techniques. The exact noise free
M.T.F. was also calculated and compared to the M.T.F.s
calculated by the two techniques. The results show a
statistical difference in the two techniques at low
frequencies. This difference was deemed not significant
from a practical standpoint because the magnitude of the
differences between the M.T.F.s was small compared to
the actual magnitude of the M.T.F.s at low frequencies.
Also the two techniques produced M.T.F.s of high devia-~­
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INTRODUCTION
Generating the line spread function by taking the
numerical derivative of the edge response function will
2
magnify the effects of noise. Tatians direct method of
reduction of the edge response function avoids the diff
icultly of taking the numerical derivative of a noisy
3function. The influence of noise, in theory, is thought
to be quite complex and was therefore not attempted in
4
this paper. Therefore noise was only used as a black
box system to determine if a difference exist between
the final output of Tatian's technique and the deriva
tive-transform technique of edge analysis.
The truncation interval and the sampling interval
also effect the accuracy of the M.T.F. due to the in
herent nature of the theory of Fourier algebra. By
varying these parameters of noise, truncation and
sampling intervals, a comparison was made to determine
the usefullness of either technique.
Most edge analysis systems operate on Tatian's
technique of edge gradient analysis,, But from the theo
retical standpoint both methods are the same. There
fore there is some question as why most systems operate
on Tatian's technique of edge gradient analysis. The
purpose of this research is to determine if a difference
exist between the two techniques while using a computer
simulated analysis.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Since edges occur frequently in nature they are
readily available for a method of system analysis. The
theory of edge analysis begins with an object. First
the object f(?) is divided into infinitely long rect
angles of width d?. The intensity of one of the sub
divisions of the object is f(i)dl. The image of each of
the subdivisions is a line spread function. Therefore
the line spread function h(\) is an image of a line
object formed by a system.
If g(x) is the image irradiance, then dg(x) is the
image irradiance at the point x due to the subdivisions
of the object at I . Therefore
4}Cx) = ?(*)V.(x-*}<U
(D
If the point x is held fixed and the irradiance
contributions are summed for all oossible object sub
divisions, the total image irradiance at x will be ob
tained. This is accomolished by integrating equation 1
over all possible values of \\ . The image irradiance at
x, g (x ) is then
*(!>H*-T)d5
(2)





An edge can now be considered the object. For a
unit edge f(S) =0.0 for?<-0.0 and f(*) = 1.0 forl^O.O.
Since f(I) * h(5) = h (I ) * f(l)
Since the edge represents a step function
X
(4)
where e(x) is the image irradiance. Graphically
e(x}
* 'I
The edge image irradiance is just the
cumulative area





Equation 5 is one of the basic
equations of system
The O.T.F. is defined as
the Fourier
(5)
Transform of the line spread function. Given by
-oo (6)
Substituting equation 5 into equation 6 yields
dx
ao dx (?j
In practice an edge is scanned on a microdensitometer
which yields density or transmittance vs. position. This
curve is then converted from density or transmittance vs.
position to effective exposure vs. position using the
7
macroscopic response curve.
The derivative-transform technique of edge analysis
makes use of equation 7 in the following way. The num
erical derivative of the edge irradiance (effective
exposure) is taken to approximate the line spread function
of the system. The Fast Fourier transform is then
applied which produces the O.T.F..
Tatian's method of edge analysis makes use of the
fact that the numerical derivative of a function f(x) in
the spatial domain is equal to multiplying the functions
transform F(s), frequency representation of f(x), by








Substituting equation 9 into equation 8 yields
(10)
Equation 10 is Tatian's derivation of the O.T.F.. In
terms of sampled values of the edge response function





(Hi > ?0 (n)
This applies only where the line spread function
h(x) is band limited, i.e. its transform vanishes for
frequencies greater than a cutoff frequency f ; and the
sample space obeys the condition t=.-=^f .
To obtain a working formula Tatian truncated the
infinite limits of equation 11 and added correction
factors. These correction factors are based on the
1 -i
asymptotic behavior of e(x). Since the transfer func
tion of photographic film is sought only two correction
factors are derived for the working formula. The deriva-
1 2
tion of these correction factors are as follows
It is known that
x





for a unit edge
o f(l)=0.0 for?<.0.0




Substituting equation 13 into equation 12
Changing the order of integration
Taking the transform of the step function





fM-^T.W-^XCfl + lT^f I^T-? """ 2TT-f > (17)
The integral of an odd function over symetric limits
equals zero. Therefore
(18)
Since T(f) is the transform of a real function, T<|(f)
and T2(f) are even and odd functions, respectively.






The behavior of e (n ) for large n, (spatial domain),
11
depends on that of T(f) near its origin. Expanding
T-j(f) and T2(f) in equation 19 as a power series about






$or Uf^e n (20)
(-no * -xl -Tree), ....
Since T.,(f) is an even function and T2(f) is an odd
function all of the coefficients T '(0), T '''(0), ....
and Tj'^O), ... would be zero if T(f) were an analytic





Substituting equation 20 into equation 21 yields
ea(n-) *, O + Tt (o)/2TTan.i
Note that since analytic edges were compared in this
technique
for large n
This result is intuitive since for large -t-n, e (w ) is
very close to one and e(-nfe) is very close to zero.
Equation 11 can be written in its even and odd parts as
oo
n-\ (24)
I. ns , -
The values of e (ne) and e2(ne) in equation 24 can be
given in terms of actual sampled values only up to some
finite value of n, say N. For n larger than N, e.(nfe)
and e-,(ne) are given by equation 23. Breaking down
equation 24 yields
N 1
T(fl.HWt [*!?! t,Me-2f* t|,Mc*2^1 (25)




COT IAU = -SiryC-^ *^U
yields




Tatian's method is exact when the sum is carried to
an infinite scan length. The truncation required by




The purpose of this experiment is to determine if
there is no difference between Tatian's method of edge
gradient analysis and the derivative-transform technique
of edge analysis. The factors that will be varied are
the level of random noise, truncation interval and the
sampling interval of the edge.
The hypotheses to be tested are
There is no significant difference between the variances
of the calculated M.T.F.s using Tatian's vs. the deriv
ative-transform edge analysis technique
and,
there is no significant difference between the means of
the calculated M.T.F.s using Tatian's vs. the derivative-
transform edge analysis technique.
Fisher (F) tests will test for no significant diff
erence of variances at various frequencies. T tests will




All of the data required for this analysis was
1 5
computer simulated. The entire program analysis was
broken down into many subroutines and mini-programs which
allowed a variety of functions to be included in any one
run of the program. It was also considered by the exper-
imentor to be the most systematic way of developing the
program. Four subroutines by other authors were used.
1 (S
They were the Fortran subroutine FOURG by Norman Brenner
to calculate Fast Fourier Transforms, subroutines GAUSS
1 7
and RANDU which together compute normally distributed
1 fl
uncorrelated random numbers with a given mean and
1 9
standard deviation and the subroutine NTDR for gen
erating the cumulative gaussian edge.
The computer program GADATA, to generate the anal
ytic cumulative gaussian curve, was produced first. The




This curve was choosen because it approximates a cum
ulative photographic system spread function. A normal
ized gaussian iuas used so that samDling and truncation
13
interval could be produced in terms of standard deviation
units, <T .
A subroutine of Tatian's method, TATIAN, equation
27, was then created to produce the M.T.F. and Phase
angle in radians of the input edge function.
A subroutine of the derivative-transform method,
DTRANS and supporting subroutine DERIV, representing
equation 7,within finite limits, were then created to
produce the M.T.F. and Phase in radians of the input
edge data.
Four main programs were developed next to produce
an average M.T.F. of the M.T.F.s calculated by DTRANS
and TATIAN while varying levels of random noise, MAIN1;
varying sampling interval, MAIN2 and MAIN2P; and varying
truncation interval, MAIN3.
MAIN1 calculated an average M.T.F. and correspond






Signalrnoise ratio was defined to be the maximum signal
level divided by the standard deviation of the noise,
created by GAUSS. Graphical representations are given
14
in Figure 1 and 2.
The systematic flow of generating an average M.T.F.
and its variances for different levels of random noise
was as follows
An analytic edge with values between zero and one,
inclusive, corresponding to +/- 24T, was created by
GADATA. This edge had a samoling interval of 5.333
samples/ty. This edge was then read into MAIN1. A cer
tain level of random noise that was independent of signal
level was then added to the edge* The noisy edge was
then taken through both TATIAN and DTRANS to produce two
M.T.F.s. This process, of adding the same level of
random noise to the edge and taking it through both
TATIAN and DTRANS(with constant samoling and truncation
intervals) was repeated one hundred times to produce two
families of curves, one family for each M.T.F. method.
The mean and variance, at different frequencies, of each
family of curves was then determined in MAIN1 to produce
an average M.T.F. and corresponding variances. This
entire procedure was repeated for the ten afore-mentioned
different levels of random noise. This yielded the first
row of Figure 3.
MAIN2 and MAIN2P calculated an average M.T.F. and
variances at the sampling interval corresponding to the
input edge data sampling interval. The signalrnoise
15
ratio of the edges were 20:1 with a +/- 24 T truncation






1 . 333 samples/r
MAIN2P read only one set of edge data for each run. Two
runs were made with samoling intervals
.667 samples/ir
.333 samples/V
The systematic flow of generating an average M.T.F.
and variances for different sampling intervals was as
follows
The seven analytic edges of varying sampling interval
were created by GADATA. These edges were read inta their
perspective programs, MAIN2 or MAIN2P. A .05 level of
random noise was added over each of the differently
sampled edges. This is representative of a 20:1 signal:
noise ratio with +/- 24 <T truncation interval. Each
noisy edge was then taken through both TATIAN and DTRANS
to produce forteen M.T.F.s. This process of adding the
same level of random noise to each differently samoled
edge and taking it through both TATIAN and DTRANS
16
(with constant truncation interval and constant level
of random noise) was repeated one hundred times for each
differently sampled edge to produce forteen families of
curves, one family for each M.T.F. method with each
different sampling interval. The mean and variance, at
different frequencies, of each family of curves was then
determined in MAIN2 and MAIN2P to produce an average
M.T.F. and corresponding variances. This process yielded
the second row of Figure 3.
MAIN3 calculated an average M.T.F. and variances
at the following truncation intervals







The systematic flow of generating average M.T.F.s
and variances for different truncation intervals was as
follows
An analytic edge with values between zero and one,
inclusive, corresponding to
+/- 24 <T, was created by
GADATA. The sampling interval of this edge
was kept a
constant 5.333 samoles/<T. This original
edge was read
into MAIN3. A .05 level of random







the points on the edge inbetween the truncation points.
The noisy edge was then taken through both TATIAN and
DTRANS to produce two M.T.F.s. This process of adding
the same level of random noise to the edge and taking it
through both TATIAN and DTRANS(with constant sampling
interval and constant level of random noise) was repeated
one hundred times to produce two families of curves, one
family for each M.T.F. method. The mean and variances,
at different frequencies, of each family of curves was
then determined in MAIN3 to produce an average M.T.F.
and corresponding variances. This procedure was then
repeated for different truncation intervals. The trun
cation segment of MAIN3 became active after the first
average M.T.F. and variances were determined. The
original analytic edge data was truncated by setting
ooints outside and including the required truncation
points to zero and one D.C. levels. This procedure
represents a truncated edge which was truncated at exact
ly the required points. The truncation interval on the
analytic edge decreased in units of
+/-
.3750 <T after
each average M.T.F. and variances were determined. The
afore-mentioned truncation intervals were thus produced.
This process yielded the third row of Figure 3.
The computer program FDATA, to generate the analytic
cumulative Frieser curve, was produced next.
The
18
cumulative Frieser curve is given by
This curve was choosen because it approximates a cumula
tive photographic emulsion spread function. A normalized
Frieser curve was used so that sampling and truncation
intervals could be produced in terms of standard deviation
units, <r .
The main program MAIN1 read the cumulative Frieser
analytic edge. This edge had a sampling interval of
5.333 samples/tj-. The systematic flow of generating an
average M.T.F. and variances for different levels of
random noise followed the afore-mentioned procedure of
MAIN1. This yielded the first row of Figure 4.
The main programs MAIN2 and MAIN2P read the cumula
tive Frieser analytic edges where the sampling intervals
were similiar to the previous procedure of MAIN2 and
MAIN2P. The systematic flow of generating an average
M.T.F. and variances for different sampling intervals
followed the afore-mentioned procedure of MAIN2 and
MAIN2P. This yielded the second row of Figure 4.
The main program FMAIN3 was developed to produce an
average M.T.F. of the M.T.F.s calculated by TATIAN and
DTRANS while varying truncation interval. FMAIN3














+/- 1 .5000 T
+/-
.9375 <T
following truncation intervals of the input edge data
?/- 13,8750
Q"








The main program FMAIN3 read the cumulative Frieser
analytic edge as the original edge data0
The systematic flow of generating average M.T.F.s
and variances for different truncation intervals was the
same as that of MAIN3. The only difference in the two
programs was that FMAIN3 decreased its truncation interval
of the Frieser analytic edge in units of >/- .5625 CT
after each average M.T.F. and variances were determined.
This yielded the third row of Figure 4.
The number of tuncation intervals for both cumula
tive edges was choosen on the basis of an upper limit of
computer central processing unit time for each individual
run of MAIN3 or FMAIN3. The limit was set to approx
imately twenty minutes.
The program TESTVAR was developed to test the input
variances at a .1 level of confidence. The test
20
statistic was the larger sample variance/smaller sample
variance. The program output the significantly different
variances and the test statistic.
The program TESTMEAN was developed to determine the
test statistic and degrees of freedom of the input means
at a .1 level of confidence using an approximation of the
20
Fisher-Behrens test
A series of graphing programs, for the Zeta plotting
system21, to be used for specific graphing purposes were







A representative group of these programs can be
found in
appendix C of this thesis with their specific
purpose
listed in the documentation of each program.
21




EDGE WITH 100:1 SIGNAL:N0ISE RATIO
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VARYING SIGNAL: 100: 10 100:5 100: 10 100:5
NOISE RATIO 100: 9 100:4 100: 9 I00r4
(5.333 samples/or) 100: 8 100:3 100: 8 I00r3
( +/- 24 (Ttruncation ) 100: 7 100:2 100' 7 100:2
100'6 100:1 100 6 100:1
VARYING SAMPLING 5.333 samples/tT 5.333 samples/cr
INTERVAL 4.500 samples/* 4.500 samples/*
(20:1 signal :noise ) 3.458 samples/* 3.458 samples/r
( +/- 24 (Ttruncation ) 2.417 samDles/ff 2.417 samples/*
1 .333 samples/tT 1.333 samples/*
.667 samples/* .667 samples/*
.333 samples/^ .333 samples/*
VARYING TRUNCATION ?/- 5.0625 T +/r 5.0625
*
INTERVAL ?/- 4.6875 * /- 4.6875 *
(20:1 signal :noise ) */- 4.3125 t- +/r 4.3125
*
(5.333 samples/*) ?/- 3.9375 * +/r 3.9375
0*
*/- 3.5625 * */- 3.5625 T







+/- 2.0625 * ?/,- 2.0625 CT
?/- 1.6875 * +/r 1.6875 *
?/- 1.3125 cr ?/- 1.3125 cr
+/-
.9375 * +^- .9375 *
?/-
.5625 * +/- .5625 *
FIGURE 3:
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GRAPHICAL DATA GENERATING PROCEDURE
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DISCUSSION
The results of the test on the means and variances
are tabulated in Tables 1,2 and 3.
The variability of obtaining M.T.F.s from Tatian's
technique and the derivative-transform technique while
varying truncation interval on both the Frieser and the
Gaussian cumulative edge curves, at the sampling interval
of 5.333 samples/* and signalrnoise ratio of 20:1, are
the same. The Fisher-Behrens test of the means has
shown that there is no difference in calculating M.T.F.
values from Tatian's technique and the derivative-
transform technique while varying the truncation interval
on both the Frieser and Gaussian cumulative edge curves,
at the sampling interval of 5.333 samples/* and 20:1
signal:noise ratio. This sampling interval places approx
imately thirty two points on the edge where the edge
contains 99.72^ of its unit area.
The variability of obtaining M.T.F.s from Tatian's
technique and the derivative-transform technique while
varying the signal:noise ratios
on both the Frieser and
the Gaussian cumulative edge curves, at the sampling
interval of 5.333 samples/tT and truncation interval of
26
+/- 24<T are not the same at low frequencies. This
difference in the variances in the two techniques can
possibly be attributed to how each technique handles the
noise. The different variances occured at the low
frequencies of approximately .0208 through .1458 cycles/cr.
This corresponds to an error free M.T.F. in the range of
1.0 through .65. Tatian's technique produced lower
variances at these frequencies by an approximate 1 :2
ratio. Figures 5 and 6 demonstrate the difference in
the variances of the two techniques at low frequencies.
It can also be noted that as the level of random noise
decreases the higher of the low frequencies, of different
variability, began to have the same variability. This
adds to the idea that the difference between the var
iances of the two techniques exist because of how each
technique handles the noise. The higher the noise the
more variability between the two techniques. The
Fisher-
Behrens test of the means has shown that there is no
difference in calculating the M.T.F. values from Tatian's
technique to the derivative-transform technique while
varying the signalrnoise ratio on both
the Frieser and
the Gaussian cumulative edge curves, at the samoling
interval of 5.333 and truncation interval
of +/- 24CT.
The variability of obtaining M.T.F.s from Tatian's
27
technique and the derivative-transform technique while
varying the sampling interval on both the Frieser and
the Gaussian cumulative edge curves, at a 20:1 signal:
noise ratio with a +/- 24CT truncation interval, are not
the same at low frequencies. The Fisher-Behrens test of
the means has shown that there is a difference in calcul
ating M.T.F. values, at low frequencies, from Tatian's
technique and the derivative-transform technique while
varying the sampling interval on both the Frieser and the
Gaussian cumulative edge curves, at a 20:1 signal:noise
ratio with a +/- 24 CT truncation interval. This differ
ence in the means occured at the sampling interval of
3.458 samples/cr for both the Frieser and the Gaussian
cumulative edge curves. Since this occured in the low
frequencies it is believed to be attributed to how each
technique handles the noise. This is based on the
significantly different variances that were observed
in the low frequencies during the test of the variances.
The deviation of Tatian's and the derivative-
transform technique from the continuous noise free
transform is graphed in Figures 7 and 8, respectively.
These represent varying signal:noise ratios on the
cumulative gaussian edge.
General remarks are also to be noted in the graph
ical data. An increase in the magnitude of random
28
fluctuations occurs with increasing frequency. An in
crease in fluctuations occurs with increasing sampling
interval at constant truncation interval. Also servers
truncation causes deformation of the output M.T.F..
This graphical data output is located in appendix A.
A very important topic that must be discussed for
these results to apply to the practical world is
normalization. Normalization, after transformation of
the line spread function, was not required in this study
of the derivative-transform technique, because the
original edge data was assumed to run from zero to one
D.C. levels. It is important to note that the pre-
normalization of the edge data is not necessary for the
derivativetransform technique in actual practice, as
long as the resulting M.T.F. is properly normalized.
Pre-normalization of the original edge data is
manditory in Tatian's technique. Since there is no
central ordinate value of the M.T.F. produced by Tatian's
technique, it is not possible to properly normalize the
data after the M.T.F. is obtained, by division of each
value by the central ordinate M.T.F. value. Therefore
in practice the edge data must be pre-normalized to run
from zero to one D.C. levels. The decision is left to
the reader to sacrifice the variability of Tatian's
technique for the ease involved in not having to
29
pre-normalize the edge data for the derivative-transform
technique.
Most of the differences between the means and
variances, in the data, occured at low frequencies rel
ative to the M.T.F. 's folding frequency values. The
significantly different variances were approximately
.005 or less in most cases. The significantly different
means were approximately equal to 1.0.
From the practical standpoint the error produced by
using either technique is relatively small when the
actual magnitude of the M.T.F. values are compared to
the magnitude of the statistically significant variance
values. Therefore these statistically different mean
M.T.F.s,, at low frequencies, are practically the same.
30
TABLE 1:









(20:1 signal :noise )
(+/- 24 cj- truncation )
3.458 a .0208 and .0417 cycles/*
VARYING TRUNCATION
INTERVAL(+/-Q" )












(+/- 24 * truncation )













(?/- 24 CT truncation )
100:10 @ .0208 through .1458 cycles/fr
100:9 @ .0208 through .1458 cycles/*
100:8 a .0208 through .1458 cycles/*
100:7 @ .0208 through .1458 cycles/v
100:6 a .0208 through .1458 cycles/*
100:5 d .0208 through .1458 cycles/^
100:4 @ .0208 through .1458 cycles/r
100:3 I .0208 through .1458 cycles/*
100:2 Q .0208 through .1250 cycles/*
100:1 a .0208 through .1250 cycles/*
VARYING SAMPLING
INTERVAL(samples/*)
(20:1 signal :noise )
(+/- 24 C truncation )
5.333 @ .0208 through .1458 cycles/*
4.500 ! ,,0208 through .1250 cycles/*
3.458 .0208 through .1250 cycles/*
2.417 9 .0208 through .1042 cycles/*
1.333 a .020B through .0625 cycles/r
.667 tl .0208 and 90417 cycles/*













(+/- 24 (Ttruncation )
100:10 a .0208 through
100:9 a .0208 through
100:8 .0208 through
100:7 ti .0208 through
100:6 8 .0208 through
100:5 (a .0208 through
100:4 @ .0208 through
100:3 t .0208 through
100:2 e .0208 through














(+/- 24 (Ttruncation )
5.333 1 .0208 through .1458 cycles/*
4.500 d .0208 through .1250 cycles/*
3.458 ti .0208 through .1250 cycles/*
2.417 ta .0208 through .1042 cycles/*
1.333 9 .0208 through .0833 cycles/r
.667 @ .0208 and .0417 cycles/*
.333 @ .0208 cycles/*
VARYING TRUNCATION
INTERVAL(+/~ <T)









= 2 SIGMA (TATIAN)
DERIVATIVE TRANSFORM TECHNIQUE
= 2 SIGMA (DERV. -TRANSFORM)




Ml .F. COMPARISON OF GAUSSIRN SPRD. FCTN
MTF =AVERAGE OF 1000 M.T.F.S







= 2 SIGMA (TATIAN)
DERIVATIVE TRANSFORM TECHNIQUE
= 2 SIGMA (DERV. -TRANSFORM)
O. 0000 0.1250 0.2500 0.3750 0.5000
FREQUENCY (CYCLES/SIGMA)
0. 6250
M f F COMPARISON OF GAUSSIAN SPRD. FCTN.
M. T. F. =AVERAGE OF 1000 M.T.F.S








































































0 1250 0.2500 0.3750 0.5000 0.6250
FREQUENCY (CYCLES/SIGMA)
DIFFERENCE OF M.T.F. (-) CONT I NUOUS
TRANSFORM OF GRUSSIRN SPRD. FCTN.







































0. 0000 0.1250 0.2500 0.3750 0.5000
FREQUENCY (CYCLES/SIGMA)
0. 6250
DIFFERENCE OF M.T.F. (-) CONT I NUOUS




A possible avenue for future work is an analytic
study of Tatian's technique compared to the derivative-
transform technique which would provide the reason for
the statistical difference in M.T.F.s at low frequencies,
Another prospect could be formed by comparing the
two techniques using signal dependent noise which re
sembled that of a photographic edge.
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SUMMARY
Two subroutines, TATIAN and DTRANS, were built to
be the fundamental data generating sources. TATIAN
determined the M.T.F. of the input curve by Tatian's
method of edge gradient analysis. This consisted of
taking an F.F.T. of the original edge data, multiplying
by i2Tff and then applying Tatian's correction factors.
DTRANS determined the M.T.F. of the input curve by the
derivative-transform technique which consisted of taking
the numerical derivative of the original edge data to
approximate the line spread function, and then performing
an F.F.T. which produced the M.T.F.
A series of main programs, MAIN1, MAIN2, MAIN2P,
MAIN3, FMAIN3, produced average M.T.F.s and corresoonding
variances. The statistical tests, of the mean (TESTMEAN ) ,
and variances (TESTVAR) , were then run to analyze the data
and test the hypotheses.
The variability of the calculated M.T.F.s using
Tatian's technique vs. the derivative-transform edge
analysis technique were differant at low frequencies.
Also the calculated mean M.T.F.s using Tatian's technique
vs. the derivative-transform technique were different at
39
low frequencies when a sampling interval of 3.458
samples/CJ was tested. This sampling interval corresponds
to approximately 21 points on the edge where 9 9.72$ of
the unit edge exist.
40
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100:6 (SIGNAL: NOISE RATIO)
100:5 (SIGNAL:NOISE RATIO)
100:4 (SIGNAL:NOISE RATIO)
100:3 (SIGNAL: NOISE RATIO)
100:2 (SIGNAL:NOISE RATIO)
100: 1 (SIGNAL:NQISE RATIO)
CONTINUOUS TRANSFORM
Q,




M.T.F. OF FRIESER SPRD, FCTN, VARYING















100:4 (SIGNAL: NOISE RATIO)
100:3 (SIGNAL:NOISE RATIO)
100:2 (SIGNAL: NOISE RATIO)
100: 1 (SIGNAL:NOISE RATIO)
I'D)




VARIANCE OF FRIESER SPRD, FCTN. VARYING
SIGNAL: NOISE RATIO (DERV, -TRANSFORM)
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~z 5, 333
A -= 4, 500
+ = 3, 458
X = 2. 417
<!> = 1. 333
+ = . 667






















































































0. 0000 0 1250 0.2500 0.3750 0.5000
FREQUENCY (CYCLES/SIGMA)
0. 6250
FTTH RF 9 7
MTF 'OF FRIESER SPRD. FCTN. VARYING
SAMPLING INTERVAL (DERV. -TRANSFORM)
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o = 5, 333
A 4, 500
+ 3. 458
X rr 2, 417
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TJ. 0000 0.1250 0.2500 0.3750 0.5000
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^A^iVnCE OF FRIESER SPRD, FCTN, VARYI
TRUNCATION INTERVAL (DERV, -TRANSFORM)
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(^ # # Ai ^ ^ .&
C *** WRITTEN *Y ROBERT BRIAN LAFLESH 1979-80 ***
C *** *-?*
^ sic 35; 5}c jfe a; ;&
C *** THIS PROGRAM GENERATES THE CUMMULATIVE ***
C **# fRiESEti CURVE ***
C *** **=?
C *** THE DATA IS OUTPUT TO DEVICE 3 ***
C *** ***
P Ta XC a> aV * -j*
C *** NBIG = NUM6EK UF DATA POINTS ON EDGE ***
C *** DELTAX = SAMPLING INTERVAL ON EDGE ***
C *** D = CUMULATIVE FRIESER CURVE ***
C *** XSIGMA = THE EDGE fcXIST FROM MINUS XSIGMA ***
C *** TO PLUS XSIGMA ***




















ObLTAX.NHIG, (D(I) ,I = -N,iM,2)




























*** WRITTEN BY ROBERT HP IAii LAFLESH 1979-80 ***
*** jj.**
* -f :C>raT>
*** THIS PROGRAM GEivER ATES THE CUMMULATIVE ***
*** GAUSSIAN CURVE ***
*** **
T * -P f $
*** THE DATA IS OUTPUT TO DEVICE "l ***
*** #**
J* ^ ajj. & $ $
*** S.6IG = NUMBER UF DATA POINTS ON cDGE ***
*** DELTAX = SAMPLING INTERVAL Oh EDGE ***
*** DATA = CUMMULATIVE GAUSSIAw CURVE ***
*** XSIGMA = THE EDGE EXIST FROM MINUS XSlGfcA ***
*** TO PLUS XSIGMA ***






DELT AX= C XSIGMA *2. 0 )/ C FLOAT (NB 10-1.0 J
N = rjBIG-l
DO 10 I=-N,N,2
X ( I ) =FLOAT C I ) *XSIGHA/f LOAT C N )
CALL MDTR(XCl) , DATaU) , DENSITY)
WRITE CI 00, 2) DELTAX, nBIG, (DATA CD , 1 = -^ , N , 2 )
























sis 3k aft -^ ? ^
*** WRITTEN 6Y ROBERT BRIAN LAFLESh 1979-80 ***
*** THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE NUMERICAL ***
?** DERIVATIVE OF THE I .'-PUT CURVE. ***
Jj jJj , jfc ^ jj;
*** Y = (Y)ORUINATE ***
*** DELTAX = SAMPLING INTERVAL ON CURVE ***
*** i,PIG = wUMEEH OF POINTS ON CURVE ***
*** SLOPE = rtUhtRICAL DERIVATIVE CURVE ***
*$$ #**
*** THIS PROGRAM DETERMINES THE NUMERICAL ***
*** DERIVATIVE BY TAKING THE POINT BY POINT ***
*#* INCREMENTAL DELTA C Y ) /DELTAX ***
**# *#*
SUBROUTINE DER I V ( Y , CELT AX , N8IG , SLOPE)
DIMENSIUN YC257) , SLOPE (257)
H=NBIG-1
DO 3 0 1 = 1 ,M





C **#* *********************** ***********************
C *** WRITTEN BY ROBERT BRIAN LAFLESH 1979-30 ***
C ************************************************'*
C *** DERIVATIVE TRANSFORM EDGE GRADIENT ANALYSIS***
C *** TECHNIQUE ***
C ***********************************************JJ J
f 'p JJ* "> hV itf "i
C *** THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE MODULATION ***
iff TRANSFER FUNCTION AND PHASE OF THE INPUT ***C *** EDGE DATA. THE VALUES ARE CALCULATED OUT ***
C *** TO THE FOLDING FREQUENCY. THE (X)ABSICA ***
C *** COORDINATES ARE CALCULATED FOR THE ***
C *** INPUT EDGE DATA SO THAT THE EDGE nATA ***
C *** VS. CX)&BSICA COORDINATES CAN BE PLOTTED. ***
C *** THE (F)ABSICA COORDINATES ARE CALCULATED ***
C *** FOR THE OUTPUT DATA SETS SO THAT THE ***
C *** MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTION VS. CFJABSICA ***
C *** COORDINATES & PHASE VS. (F)ABSICA CO-
'
***
C *** ORDINATES CAN BE PLOTTED. ***
C * * * * Hr at.
c **************************************************
C *** ***
C *** DELTAX = SAMPLING INTERVAL ON EDGE(INPUT) ***
C *** NBIG = NUMBER OF POINTS ON EDGE(INPUT) ***
C *** DATA = EDGE DATA VALUES ( INPUT ) ***
C *** X = CALCULATED (X)ABSICA COORDINATES (OUTPUT ) **
C *** F = CALCULATED CF)A3SICA COORDINATES (OUTPUT) **
C *** XMOD = MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTION (OUTPUT) **
C *** PHASE = PHASE IN RADIANS (OUTPUT) ***
C *** N = NUMBER OF POINTS TO FOLDING FREQUENCY ***




SUBROUTINE DTRANS ( DELTAX , NBIG , DAT A , X , F , XMOD , PHASE ,N )
DIMENSION XC257) , F(2b7 ) .DATA ( 257 ) , RESUuT ( 257 ) ,
+ TDATA (2,257) ,TXIMAG(257) .XIMAGC 257 ) ,TREEL C257 )
+ ,WOKKC2,257) ,XMOD(257) ,PHASE(257)
C




C * CALCULATE THE NUMBER OF POINTS OUT TO THE





C * CALCULATE THE (X)ABSICA COORDINATE VALUES
C
C
10 X?l}= (FLOAT CN)*DELTAX* C-l. n+(FLOATCI-l)*DELTAX)
C * APPROXIMATE THE LINE SPREAD FUNCTION BY TAKING
C * THE NUMERICAL DERIVATIVE
r










































CENTER THE kEAL PART OF THE LINE SPREAD FU.MCIION
FOR THE FFT AND PLACE THE LINE SPREAD FUNCTION
INTO A TWO DIMENSIONAL ARRAY
DO 20 1=1, N
TDATA C 1 , 1+N ) =RESULT ( I )
TDATA(1,I)=RESULT(I+N)
PLACE THE IMAGINARY PART OF THE LINE SPREAD
FUNCTION INTO A T'aO DIMENSIONAL ARRAY
DO 30 1=1. M
TDATAC2. I)=XIMAG(I)
TAKE THE MINUS I FOURIER TRANSFORM OF THE T'wO
DIMENSIONAL ARRAY
CALL FOURG(TDATA,M,-l,WORK)
PROPERLY SCALE THE OUTPUT IMAGINARY AND REAL
PARTS OF THE DATA
DO 40 1=1, M
TREEL(n=TDATA(l,I)*DELTAX
TXIMAG(I)=TDATA(2,I)*DELTAX
CALCULATE THE SPACING INTERVAL IN THE FREQUENCY
DOMAIN
DELTAF =1.0/(DELTAX*FLOAT(M))
CALCULATE MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTION BY TAKING
THE MODULUS OF THE TRANSFORMED DATA AND
MULTIPLYING BY THE CORRECTION FACTOR SINC
ALSO CALCULATE THE (F)ABSICA COORDINATE VALUES
DO 50 1=1, N
F(I)=DELTAF*(FLOAT(I)-1.0)
XMOD ( I ) = ( ( (TREEL ( I ) **2 . ) + ( TX IMAG ( I ) **2 . ) ) ** . 5 ) /
+ SIM(3.14159*OELTAX*F(I))*3.14159*DELTAX*F(I)
CONTINUE
SET THE ZERO FREQUENCY VALUE TO ONE
XMQD(1)=1.0
CALCULATE THE PHASE IN RADIANS



























































*** WRITTEN bY ROBERT BRIAN LAFLESh 19 79-BU ***
*** ***
**************************************************
A** * % "Jf,
*** TATIAN'S EDGE GRADIENT ANALYSIS TECHniQUt ***
*** ***
**************************************************
* * * * * *
*** THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE MODULATION ***
*** TRANSFER FUNCTION AND PHASE OF THE INPUT ***
*** EDGE DATA. THE VALUES ARE CALCLLAlt-D OUT ***
*** TO THE FOLDING FREQUENCY. THE U) ABSICA ***
*** COORDINATES ARE CALCULATED FOR THE ***
*** INPUT EDGE DATA SO THAT THE EDGE DATA ***
*** VS. (X)ABSICA COORDINATES CAN BE PLOTTED. ***
*** THE (F)ABSICA COORDINATES ARE CALCULATED ***
*** FOR THE OUTPUT DATA SETS SO THAT THE ***
*** MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTION VS. (F)ABSICA ***
*** COORDINATES & PhASE VS. (F)ABSICA CO- ***




DELTAX = SAMPLING INTERVAL ON EDGEC INPUT) ***
NBIG = NUMBER OF POINTS ON EDGt C Iv-PUT ) ***
DATA = EDGE DATA VALUES ( INPUT ) ***
X = CALCULATED (X)ABSICA COORDINATES COUTPU1 ) **
F = CALCULATED (F)ABSICA COORDINATES (OUTPUT ) **
XMOD = MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTION COU TFUT ) **
PHASE = PHASE IN RADIANS (OUTPUT) ***

















+ TXIMAGC257) ,X1MAG(257) .THREELC257;' ' ^l^^ C 257 J ,
+ (nQRKC2,257) ,XNODC257) , PhASE C 257) ,TRb.fc.L(2b7)
SET IMAGINARY PART OF INPUT DATA SbT TO ZERO
POINTS OUT TO THE
DATA X1MAG/257C0.0)/
CALCULATE THE i. U l* 6 E H OF
FOLOIhG FREQUENCY CN)
Ni =NBIG-l
N = M / 2








































PLACE THE REAL PART OF THE EDGE DATA Iivm A
TI.U DIMENSIONAL AHKAX
PLACE THE IMAGINARY PART OF THE EDGE DATA
INTO A TWO DIMEivSIUNAI. ARRAY





FOURIER TRANSFORM QF THE TWO
DIMENSIONAL ARRAY
CALL FOURG(TDATA,M,-1,WORK)
PROPERLY SCALE THE OUTPUT IMAGINARY AMD REAL
PARTS OF THE DATA
DO 2 0 1=1, M
TREEL CI )=TDATAC 1,1)
TXIMAG(I)=TDATAC2,I)
PJE=(ASIN(1.0)*2.0)
CALCULATE TATIAN'S CORRECTION FACTORS AND
APPLY THE-"! IO REAL AND IMAGINARY PARIS OF
THE TRANSFORMED DATA
DO 3 0 I=2, to
F ACTOR 1 = C C COSC (FLOAT (M ) + . 5 ) *2 .
*PIE*P'
( I ) *DELTAX ) )
+*PIE*DELTAX*F(I) )/SIN(PIE*DELTAX*FCI) )
FACTOR 2= ( (SIN ( (FLOAT(K)+.5)*2.*PIE*F(I)*DELTAX) )
+*PIE*DELTAX*F(I) ) /SIN (PIE*DELTAX*F ( I ) )
TMIMAGCI)=(TREEL(I)*( 2 . 0 ) *PIE*DELTAX*F ( I ) ) +FACTOR2
TMREELCI)=(TXIMAG(I)*2.0*PIE*DELTAX*F(I) )-EACIuRl
CONTINUE
CALCULATE MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCIION BY
TAKING THE MODULUS OF THE TRANSFORMED DATA
DO 40 1 =2, M
XMOD ( I ) = ( C TMREEL C I ) **2 . ) + ( TMIWAG ( I ) **2 . ) ) ** . 5
SET ZERO FREQUENCY COMPONENT EQUAL TO ZERO
XMOD CI) =1.0
CALCULATE THE PHASE IN RADIANS
DO 50 1 = 1, M
IFCTREELCD .EQ. 0.0) TREEL C I ) = . 0000 1





(^ 9lC ^ ^t aj^ j/ aaV
C *** WRITTEN BY ROBERT BRIAN LAFLESH 1979-80 ***
c *** ***
c **************************************************
p A * * * * JJC
C *** THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES AN AVERAGE i*.T.F. ***
C *** AND CORRESPONDING VARIANCES OF THE INPUT ***
C *** CURVE FOR THE FOLLOWING SIGNAL: NOISE RATIOS **
C *** 100:10 100:5 ***
C *** 100:9 100:4 ***
C *** 100:8 100:3 ***
C *** 100:7 100:2 ***
C *** 100:6 ioo:l ***
c *** ***
Q **************************************************
f* & "if, itfC 3fc 3j -jc
C *** DATA IS READ FROM DEVICE 100 ***




DIMENSION DATA C 257) , XMOD (25 7) , PHASE C25 7 ), X C257 ) ,
+FC257),DIFFC257) , DATAYC257 ) ,D C 100 , 31 ) , XMEAN C 10 , 33) ,
+ V CI 0,33)
C
C * READ IN THE ORIGINAL ANALYTIC EDGE DATA
C
C
RE AD (100, 2) DELTAX, NBIG, CDATACI) ,1=1, NBIG)
2 FORMAT C IX, Fl 0.7, I5,/, (F13.6))




DO 10 1=1, NBIG
CALL GAUSS C IX , SIGMA , 0 . 0 , VI )
10
CALLYDTPANS(DEL^
IF(N ,GT, 31) N=31
DO 20 1 = 1, N
20 DCJ,I)=XMOD(I)
30 CONTINUE














3 FORMATC' ' , 15 , / , (F10 . e , 2X , Fli . 1U ,





































* * * * * *
*** WRITTEN BY ROBERT BRIAN LAFLESH 1979-80 ***
*** ***
**************************************************
fy h)U Tij. .Js "J* \+
*** THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES h'A AVERAGE M.T.F. ***
*** AND CORRESPONDING VARIANCES OF THE INPUT ***
*** CURVE AT THE SAN'PLI^G INTERVAL CORRESPOND- ***
*** IMG TO THE INPUT EDGE DATA SAMPLING ***
*** INTERVAL ***
* * * * * *
**************************************************
. a -}> *J <4
*** THE DATA IS INPUT FROM DEVICE 100 ***
*** THE DATA 16 OUTPUT TO DEVICE 200 ***
*** #**
**************************************************
DIMENSION DATA (257) , XrHJD ( 257 ) , PKASEC .-.57 ) ,XC257) ,
+FC257) ,DIFFC257) , DAI AY (257) ,D (100, 31) ,XMEAu ( 10,33) ,
+VC10.33)
READ THE ORIGINAL ANALYTIC EDGE DATA
READ (100, 2) DELTAX, NBIG, (DATA(I) ,I = l,NblG)
FORMAT(1X,F10.7,I5,/,(F13.6))
IX=1234S6739
DO 30 J = l ,100
DO 70 1=1, NBIG
CALL GAUSSCIX, .05, 0.0, VI)
DATAY(I)=DATA(I)+VI
r ,.,
CALL TATIAN ( DELTAX , NBIG , DATAY , X , F , XMOD , PHASE , n )
IFC> .GT. 31) 1-331
DO 2 0 I=1,N
D(J,I)=XMOU(I)
CONTINUE








OUTPUT THE AVERAGE M.T.F. AND CORRESPONDING
VARIANCES
.RITE (200 , 3 ) N , (F ( I ) , XMEAN <; 1 , I ) , V C 1 , 1 ) ,.1 = 1 . ''' )











































*** WRITTEN RY POBERT BRIAN LAFLESH 1979-PO
^ ^ T*
a{c $ 3?;
*** THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES AN AVERAGE M.T.F
*** AND CORRESPONDING VARIANCES OF THE INPUT
*** CURVE FOR THE FOLLOWING TRUNCATION
*** INTERVALS CPLUS & MINUS SLG.4A)









*** THE DATA IS INPUT FROM DEVICE 100


























DIMENSION DATA (257 ) ,XMOD(257) ,PHASE(257) ,X(257) ,
+ E C 257 ) , DIFF C 257 ) , DAT AY (257), U( 100, 31), Xi-'EAN (31,33)
+VC31.33) , DAT (257 5
READ THE ORIGINAL ANALYTIC EDGES

























































































1 = 1, N
)=XMO
UE










































OUTPUT THE AVERAGE M.T.F.'S AND CORRESPONDihG
VARIANCES
wRITEC200,3)N,C, CCFCI) , X.MEAN(K,I) , V (K , 1 ) , 1 = 1 , )
+ K "" 1 C )






C *** WRITTEN BY R0PER1 BRIAN LAFLESh 1979-aO ***
P -Jp * SjC =* *"
Q ******************** **************************** Tjj.
C *** THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES AN AVERAGE K.T.F. ***
C *** AMD CORRESPONDING VARIANCES OF THE INPUT ***
C *** CURVE FOR I HE FOLLOWING 1RUNCAT10N ***
C *** INTERVALS (PLUS & MINUS SIGMA) ***
c *** 13,8750 9.3750 4.8750 ***
C *** 13.3125 y.3125 4.3125 ***
C *** 12.7500 H.2500 3.7500 ***
C *** 12.1875 7.6b75 3.1875 ***
C *** 11,6250 7,1250 2.6250 ***
C *** 11.0625 6,5625 2.0625 ***
C *** 10.5000 6.0000 1.5000 ***
c *** y.9375 5.4375 .9375 ***
C *** ***
Q **************************************************
P * * * * * *
C *** THE DATA IS READ FROM DEVICE 100 ***




DTMEiSlOI. DATA (257) ,XMQD(257) ,PHASE(257) ,X(257) ,
+F( 2 57) ,01 Ft- (257) , DATA if (257) , D ( 100 , 33 ) , XMEAN ( 31 , 33 ) ,
+ ,'(31 ,33) .DAT (257)
C
C * READ IN THE ORIGINAL ANALYTIC EDGE DATA
READ (3 00, 2) DELTAX, NBIG, (DAK I) ,1 = 1, NBIG)
2 FORMATC1X.F1 0.7, I5,/, (F13.6))
DO 90 1 = 1, NBIG
IF(DATCI) .GT, 0.0) IZERO=I
IFCDATtI) .GT, 0.0) GO TO 100
90 CONTINUE








IF (lis .EQ. 0) GO TO 300
DO 120 I=IZERO,IZERO+1K-1
DATA ( I) =0.0
DATA* (J.) =0.0
DATAY(NBIG-1 +D = 1.0
120 DATA(fvbIG-I + l) = 1.0
300 1X=)23456789
DO 3 0 JB=J , 1 00
DO 10 I = IZERO + lK,iaiBIG-IZER0+l-lK
CALL GAUSS (IX, .10, 0.0, VI)
10
cJH^PTWAnSCDE
IFCiM .GT. 31) n = 31











DO 40 1 = 1, N
SUM =('-0
SUM 7. = 0,0








OUTPUT THE AVERAGE N.T.F.'S AND CORRESPONDING
VARIANCES
WRITE ( 2 00 , 3 ) K , C , ( ( F ( I ) , XMEAM ( K , I ) , V ( K , I ) , 1 = 1 , M )
+,K=1 ,C)










C *** THIS PROGRAM DETERMINES THE DIFFERENCE ***
C *** ok-TWELN THE IivPUT FUNCTION AND THE ***
C *** CONTINUOUS IRANSFORi-i OF THE GAUSSIAN ***
C *** SPREAD FUNCTION. SUBROUTINES REQUIRED ***
C *** EXACT. ***
C *** ***
c ** * ***
C *** This PROGRAM CAK ALSO DETERMINE THE ***
C *** DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE INPUT FUNCTION ***
C *** AND THE CONTINUOUS TRANSFORM OF THE ***
C *** FRIESER SPREAD FUNCTION. SUBROUTINES ***
C *** REQUIRED FEXACT. ***
C *** THE REQUIRED CHANGE IS TO SUBSTITUTE ***
C *** FEXACT FOR EXACT. ***
C *** ***
C *** THE DATA IS RFAD FROM DEVICE 100 ***




C *** F = (X)tBSICA ***
C *** XmEAN = (Y)ORDINATE ***




DIMENSION F(33) ,EV-OD(33) , XMEAN ( 24 , 33 ) ,DIFF(24.33)
REAn(100,3)N,IK, ((F(I) , XMEAN (K , I ) , 1 = 1 , N ) ,K = 1,3K)




20 DIFF ( K , I ) sXMEAN ( K , 1 ) -EMOD ( I )
10 CONTINUE
WRITE ( 200, 4 )N, IK, ( (F ( I ) , DIFF (K , I ) , 1 = 1 , N ) , K = l , IK )





r* & & * ! *fc -^
C *** WRITTEN BY ROBERT BRIAN LAFLESH 1979-80 ***
C *** ***
C **************************************************
p * * * * * *
C *** this PROGRAM TEST THE INPUT VARIANCES AT A ***
C *** .1 LEVEL OF CONFIDENCE. THE TEST STATISTIC ***
C *** F=LARGER SAMPLE VARIANCE/SMALLER SAMPLE ***
C *** VARIANCE. OUTPUTS SIGNIFICANTLY
DIFFckEM"
***
C *** VARIANCES AhD TEST STATISTIC ***
C *** ***
Q **************************************************
c * * * * * *
C *** iHE DATA IS INPUT FROM DEVICE 10 & 20 ***




DIMENSION EC 33) , X^EAnD ( 3 1 , 3 1 ) , VD ( 3 1 , 31 ) ,
+XMEAM(31,31) ,VT(31,31)
READ(20,l)w,lK, ((F(I) ,X.MEANT(K,I) , VT (K I ) , 1 = 1 , u )
+,K=1 ,IK)
READ(10,1)N,IK, ((F(I) . XlEAND ( K , I ) , VD (K , I ) , 1 = 1 , N )
+ ,K = 1 ,IK)
DO 20 K=1,IK
DO 3 0 1=1,N
IF(VDfK.l) .GE. VT(K,D) STAT = VD ( K , I ) / VT (K , I )
IF(VT(K,1) .GT, VD(K,I))STAT=VT(K,I)/VD(K,I)
IFCSTAT .GT. 1.4127) GO TO 25









C* 3fe It 3fe 'r <T 'fr
C *** WRITTEN BY ROBERT BRIAN LAFLESH 1979-bO ***
C *** ***
Q **************************************************
r* * * * * * *
C *** THIS PROGRAiV DETERMINES THE TESI STATISTIC ***
C *** AND DEGREES OF FREEDOM OF THE INPUT MEAMS ***
C *** AT A .1 LEVEL OF CONFIDENCE USING AN ***
C *** APPROXIMATION OF THE FISHER-BEHRENS TEST ***
P JJC ^a J(C if. 3(t Vf
q *** THE DATA IS INPUT FROM DEVICE 10 & 20 ***




DIMENSION F(33) ,X^EAWD(31 ,31) ,VD(31,31) ,
+XMEAwl (31,31),VT(31,31)
READ(20,1)N,IK , ( (F(I) , XHEANT (K , I ) , VT (K , I ) ,I=1,N)
+,K=1 ,IK)
READ (10,1)N, IK, C(FCI) ,XMEAND(K,I) , VD (K , I ) , 1=1 , N )
+,K=1 ,1K)
DO 20 K=1,IK
DO 3 0 1 = 1, N
SIC- = 1.0
1F(XMEANT(K .1) ,LT. XMEAND (K , I ) ) SIGN = - 1 . 0
STAT=( (XMEANTCK,1)-XMAND(K,I))/SQRT((VT(K,1)/100. )+
+ (VDCK ,I)/100.) ) )*SIGN
DEOREFF= (((VT(K,1)/100.)+(VD(K,I)/100.))**2.)/
+ ((((VI(K,I)/100.)**2.)/99.)+(((VD(K,I)/100.)**2.)/
+ 99. ) )
FPACTJDN =DEGREEF-AIM'(DF:GREEF)
IFCFRACT10N ,LT. 0.5) DEGREEF=AINT (DEGREEF )
1FCFRACTION ,GE. 0.5) DEGREEF=AINT (DlGkEEF ) + 1 . 0
WRITE (10b, 2) (K,I,XMEAND(K,I) ,XMEANT(K,I) ,STAT,
+DECREEF)
CumT INUE
FORMAT, IX, 2 lb,/, (F10.8,2X,F13.10,2X,F13.1O))

















P * * * * * *




m 3j 3jC "^ Sfc Sfc
C *** THIS PROGRAM GRAPHS THE AVERAGE M.T.F.S ***
c *** of the Gaussian spread function deter- ***
C *** MINED BY TATIAN AND THE DERIVATIVE ***
C *** TRANSFURM TECHNIQUE. ALSO GRAPHS PLUS ***
C *** A!"D MINUS TwO STANDARD DEVIATIONS AROUND ***







C *** THE DATA IS READ FROM DEVICE 100 & 200 ***























































































<-() 1 = 3 ,N
=NLL'1 + 1
LOWERLK












































MEANT(33) ,XMEAND(33) ,VD(33) ,
) ,XLOwRLD(33) ,UPPERLTC33) ,




'M.T.F. ' ,6,6.0,90.0,0.0, .25)
REUUENCV (CYCLES/SIGMA) .-24,5. ,
,XMEANT(1),VT(I) ,I=1,N)







. 0.0) GO TO 3 5
. 0.0) GO TO 50
3 .5) GO TO 34
1.5) GO TO 53
1.5) GO TO 3b
1,5) GO TO 41
87
20
Xi'1EAND(ND + 2) = .25













CALL S Y '-bOL (0.90,6.725,
CALL SYiMFOL (0.90,6.525,
CALL SYMBOL fl. 35, 6, 525,
CALL SY^EGLCl.5,6.525, .
'




CALL SYMBOL (0,45, 6. 32b,










.15, 'TATIAN TECHNIQUE' , .0,16)
.15,126.0.0,0)
.15,23,0.0,0)











M) ' , .0,24)
15,









C *** WRITTEN BY ROBERT BRIAN LAFLESH 1979-feO ***
C *** ***
q **************************************************
P J-jC J-T 3j * w *
C *** this PROGRAM GRAPHS THE DIFFERENCE OF THE ***
C *** M.T.F. KIN US THE CONTINUOUS TRANSFORM ***
C *** OK THE GAUSSIAN SPREAD FUNCTION VARYING ***
C *** SIGNALrNOISE RATIO (TATIAN) ***
C *** ***
c **************************************************
C * ** ***




DIMENSION F(257) ,ErtODf 33) ,DATA(33) ,DIFF(24,33) ,
+V(10,33)
CALL WINDOW (2, 14.0,11.0,1,3000,2000)
CALL PLOT C 2.0, 2. , -3)
CALL AXIS CO. 0,0.0, ' V . T . F . ' , 6 , 4 . 6 , 90 . 0 , 0 . 0 , . 2i> )
CALL AXISC.O, .0, 'FREQUENCY (CYCLES/SIGMA )', -24 , 5 . ,
+.0,.U. .1250,4)
READ ( 2 00 , 3 ) N , IK , ( ( F ( 1 ) , DIFF ( K , 1 ) , 1=1 , N ) , K=l , IK )






DO 2 0 1 = 1,1,
DATA(I)=DIFF(D,1)
20 CONTINUE















+ , . 0 , 2 b )
CALL SYMBOL (.9, 6. 52 5, .15,
+,.0,26)




CALL SYMBOL(.9, 5.925, .15,
+,.0,26)
CALLr SYMBOL (.9, 5. 7 25, .15,
CALL SYMBOL (.9. 5. 5 2 5, .15,
+,.0,26)
















CALL SYMBOLf .'.5.125, .15, ' 100:2 (SIGNAL r NGISc RATIO)'
+,,0,26)
CALL SYMBOLC,9,4.925, .15, ' 100:1 (SIGNALrNOISE RATIO)'
+, .0,26)
CALL SYMBOL (-.5, -1.0b, ,15,
+ ' DIFFERENCE OF i". T. E .(-) CONTINUOUS ',. 0 , 33 )
CALL SYMBOL(-.5,-1.2b,.15.
+ 'TRANSFORM OF GAUSSIAN SPRD. FClN . ', , Q , 3-i )
CALL SYMBOL (-.5, -1.4 8, .15,







-t* St* -fr SC 3k 3k




C *** THIS PROGRAM GRAPHS THE AVERAGE M.T.F.S ***
C *** A''D VARIANCES OF THE FRIESER SPREAD ***








DIMENSION F(257) ,E,MOD(33) ,DATA(33) , XMEAN ( 1 0 , 3 3 ) ,
+ V CI 0,33)
CALL l* 1 1*130* (2,14.0,11.0,1,3000,2000)
CALL PLOT ( 2.0, 2. b, -3)
CALL AXIS (0.0, 0.0, T- ,T.F, ' ,6,4.6,90.0,0.0,.25)
CALL AXISC .0, .0, 'FREQUENCY (C iCLES/SIGMA ) ' ,-24,5. ,
+ .0, . (>, ,125U,4.)








CALL ^LXACKF ,f. ,Ei^OD)
'
CALL LI'\iE(F,F.'.OP,i\',l, 12,0)
DO lu J=l ,10
DO ylO I = 1,N
LATA (I )=Xi<iEA> (J , I)
20 CGlvl'IMJE
CALL L I im E ( F , DAT A , N , 1 , 1 2 , J )
10 CONTINUE
CALL PLOT (0.0, 4. 6, +3)
CALL PLOT(5.0,4.6,+2)
CALL PLOT (5, 0,0.0, +2)
12 = 10




CALL SYMBOL (0.0.Y3, .150,12,0,0,0)
CALL SYMBOL (0. 45, Y2, .150,126,0.0,0)
Yl=Yl-.2
30
CALL^S.K'BOLC.y,6.92 5, .15. ' 1 00 r 1 0 (SIGNAL : NOISE RATIO)
+
CALL^SY!-bOL(.^,6,725, .15,
' 100:9 (SIGNALrNOISE RATIO)
+
CALL^SYpBuL(.9,d.525, .15. '100:8 (SIGNALrNOISE RATIO)
+
CADL^Y*BOL(.9,&.325, .15, 'l 00: 7 ( SIGN AL : NOISE RATIO)
+
CALL^SYMbOLC. .^.6.125, .15,
' 100:6 (SIGNAL : NOISE RATIO)
+CALl/lYMbOL(.9,5.925, .15, 100:5 (SIGNALrNOISE RATIO)
+





f *- u. .j. ak it, sfc
C *** WRITTEN BY ROBERT BRIAN LAFLESH 1979-80 ***
C *** ***
c **************************************************
p * * * * * *
C *** THIS PROGRAM GRAPHS THE AVERAGE M.T.F.S ***
C *** j,i[) VARIANCES OF THE FRIESER SPREAD ***
c *** Function cheated by mai*.2 and kain2p. ***
C *** (TATIAN) ***
c *** ***
Q **************************************************



































F ( n +




















ON F(257) ,EMOD(33) ,DATA(33) , XMEAN ( 30 , 33 ) ,
MDOw (2, 14. 0,11. 0,1, 3000, 2000)
01(2.0,2.60,-3)
15(0.0,0.0, 'M.T.F. '.6, 4. 6, 90. 0,0,0. .25)
IS (0.0, 0.0, 'FREQUENCY (CYCLES/SIGMA) ' ,-24,t>.
1250,4)
DEV1CE=25,30,5

































= 1 , N
=XMEAN (J, I)
E















CALL SYM60L(0.4 5,Y2, . 1 50 , 1 26 , 0 . 0 , 0 )
Yl=Yl-.2
12=12+1
CALL SYMBOL(0.90,6.925, .15, '5.333 (SAMPLES/
+.0,21)
CALL SYMBOL (0. 90,6.725, .15, '4,500 (SAMPLtS/
+ .0,21)











CALL SYMBOL (0.90, 5.925, .3 5,
+.0,21)
CALL SYMBOL (0.90, 5. 725, .15, . . _
+.0,21 )
CALL SYMBOLCO. 90, 5. 525, .15, 'CONTINUOUS TRAi.












V A A M t I" + I J = U . J. U
ILETT=0
DO 6 0 u=l,5
ILETT=ILETT+1
DC 7 0 1=1 ,N
70 DATA(I)=V(J,1)
CALL LINE (F , DATA , H ,1,12 , 1LETT)
60 CONT) iv UE
READ(K[)EV1CE','4)f'I (F (I) , XhEAN C KDEV ICE , I ) ,V(KD&V1CE,
+ l") ,J = 1 ,N)
DATA (? + ! )=0.0
Y)=7,00
























+'VAR1ANCE OF FRIESER SPRD. FCTN. VARYING ',. 0 , 39)
CALL SYMBOL(-.5,-1.2, .15,
+' SAMPLING INTERVAL (TATIAN) ' ,.0,25)
^a -> . *b %a^ a^- - a*^ Ma,












r* jjj jt jt i; 3fc **'
C *** WRITTEN BY ROBERT BRIAN LAFLESH 1979-EO ***
C *** ***
Q *!(C************************************************
C *** THIS PROGRAM GRAPHS THE AVERAGE M.T.F.S ***
C *** AMD VARIANCES OF THE FRIESER SPREAD ***
C *** FUNCTION ChEA'lED BY FMA IN3 , (TATIAN ) ***
C *** ***
c **************************************************
^f *jV a*i, fc^ ^- ^Lt ^




DIMENSION F (257) ,EMOD(33) , DATA (33) .XMEAI-(31,33) ,
+V(31 ,33)
CALL WINDOW ( 2 , 14 , 0 , 1 1 . 0 , 1 , 3000 , 2000)
CALL PLOT (2, 0,2, 60, -3)
CALL AX IS (0.0, 0.0, 'M.T.F. ' ,6,4.6,90.0,0.0, .25)
CALL AXLSC.O, .0, 'FREQUENCY (CYCLES/SIGMA )', -24 , 5 . ,
+.0, .0, .1250,4)
READ(?00.3)N,IK, ((F(I) , XMEAN (K, I) , V (K , I ) , 1=1 , N )
+ ,K = 1 ,IK)
3 F 0R M A T (3 X , 2 1 5 , / , ( F 1 0 . 8 , 2 X , F 1 3 . 1 0 , 2 X , F 1 3 . 1 0 ) )
F (N+1)=0.0






CALL LINE ( F , EMOD , N , 1 , 1 2 , 0 )
1LETT=0
DO 10 J = l , IK
1FCCJ .GE. 2) .AMD. (J .LE. 9)) GO TO 10
IF ((J .GE. 11) .AND. CJ .LE. 19)) GO TO 10
IFCJ ,EQ, 10) ILE1T=2
1FCJ .EQ. 20) 1LEIT=4
DO 20 1 = 1 ,N
DATA(I)=XMEAN(J,1)
20 CONTINUE
ILETT = lLETrl + l
,,,
CALL LIN t (F , DAI A , K , 1 , 1 2 , 1LETT )
10 CONTINUE
CALL PLOT (0.0, 4. 6, + 3)
CALL PLOT(5.0,4.6,+2)
CALL PLOT (5. 0,0.0, +2)
12 = 9
Yl=7.00
DO 3 0 1=1,8
IF (I .EU. 6) 12=3
IF (I ,EQ. 7) 12=1
Y2=Yl-.075
CALL"1"SYMBOL(0.0,Y3,.150,12,0.0,0)
C A LL S Y M b 0 l ( 0 . 4 5 , Y 2 , . 3 5 6 , 1 2 6 , 0 . 0 , 0 )
IF (I .EQ. 8) GO TO 3 0
CALL SYMBOL C 0. 9, Y2,. 150, 23, 0.0,0 5




























+ . 0 , .





























































0 , . 1 2
(N + l )
(N + 2)
T = 0
OL( 1.05 ,6.725, .15, ' 1.5000 SIGMA'
OL (1.05, 6. 525, .15, ' 2.0625 SIGN A'
OL(l . U5.6.3250, .15, ' 2.6250 SIGMA
OL(1.05,6.125, .15, ' 3.1875 SIGMA'
OLC1. 05,5.92b, .15, ' 8.8125 SIGr-A'
OL( 1.0 5, 5. 7 2 5, .15, '13.8750 SIGMA'
OL( 1.0 5, 5. 5 25,. 15, 'CONTINUOUS IRA
OLC-,5,-1.08, ,15,
F FRIESKR SPRD, FCTN. VARYING ',.0
OL(-.5,-l,2 8, .15,
ON IMtRVAL (TATIAN) ' ,.0,27)
1
0.(2.1-i. 0,11. 0,1, 3000, 2000)
(2.0,2.60,-3)







































A N D .
AND.
, A N D .
. A a D .
(J .LE. 4)) GO TD 60
(J .LE. 9)) GO TO 6 0
(J .LE. 14)) GO TO 60






































































. 5 2 5 , . 1 5 ,
.3250, .15








































FCTN. VARYING' , .0,39)
0,27)
